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Category:2003 software Category:Computer-aided design software Category:Dassault Systemes software Category:Products and services discontinued in 2013 Category:Formerly proprietary softwareQ: What does object declaration on top of object definition do? I've seen a peculiar - but apparently valid- code sample in a couple of places: Foo varFoo = new Foo(); varFoo.Var = "Apple Pie"; I understand the
syntax, but what does this do? I assume it's declaring a reference to an instance of Foo class, but why do we need to assign it to a variable? Why not: varFoo.Var = "Apple Pie"; A: The line Foo varFoo = new Foo(); is equivalent to Foo varFoo; varFoo = new Foo(); That is, it creates a variable without initialising it. You can see this in action by doing this: Foo varFoo = new Foo(); Console.WriteLine(varFoo.Var);
// Prints "Foo" This means that varFoo is a reference to a Foo object that has been created as a result of the call to new. Tag Archives: Gamelan This past January, I toured Dongdaemun and went to a place I’d heard of but had never been to before: the Korean Folk Village. Located in the city’s new international district, this place has a fun, lively atmosphere and exhibits traditional Korean culture and crafts. On
our final day, we visited another of the city’s attractions, the Jogye Buddhist temple, which had an impressive collection of paintings, sculptures, and other artwork on display. This was the culmination of a three-day trip to Korea and our second tour of Dongdaemun. Dongdaemun’s Cultural Village is a must-see! Although I’d heard of the Korean Folk Village, my friend and I had never been. We only had a
couple of hours to get there, so we weren’t able to see everything on our first visit. However, we were able to stroll around the Korean-style amusement park and shopped at a grocery store. For most of our journey in Seoul, we took public transportation and it was so easy to travel around 595f342e71
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